
Ruc sac or Race Vest or Bumbag
to carry all mandatory Kit

Running/Walking shoes
suitable for rough terrain

Waterproof Jacket
with integrated hood and taped seams

Waterproof Overstrousers
with taped seams - ankle / knee zips recommended

Full Length Legwear
running leggings or walking trousers

Base Layer
long sleeved thermal wicking upper body cover

Mid-layer
midweight close fitting fleece or pile - long sleeved.

Insulated Jacket or Gilet
synthetic type eg, ‘Primaloft’, or wool - but NOT down

Warm Hat
or two ‘Buffs

Gloves or Mitts
thin thermal gloves and waterproof overmitts recommended

Head Torch
with spare battery or second head torch

Survival Bag
or group shelter - Foil, plastic or breathable - but NOT a blanket

Map
as supplied

Route Notes
as supplied

Compass
baseplate compass - NOT electronic or a phone App

Whistle
six short blasts every 60 secs is a fail-safe emergency signal

Water Bottle / Hydration bladder
minimum 500cc capacity

Food 
at least 800 kcal

Mug
min 300ml capacity - free standing and rigid - suitable for hot liquids

Small First Aid Kit
to manage blisters, plus bandage and tape

£20 cash
often very useful

PHONE
fully charged - turn off wifi and use airplane mode to save battery
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HOT WEATHER KIT - If Mandated prior to registration

Additional 1ltr liquid carrying capacity

Sun Hat
wide brimmed is best NOT just a peaked cap

Sun cream / sunglass
hot sunny weather
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ADVERSE WEATHER KIT - If Mandated prior to registration

Second pair of gloves or mitts

Additional Insulated Jacket
long sleeved

Additional Warm hat

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL KIT

Running / Walking Poles
get some training and practice in advance

GPS
Optional

Windproof Jacket / gilet
very useful and breathes better than any waterproof
Wear your waterproof ONLY when it’s actually raining !


